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Paper Airplanes
Materials:
Worksheet
How To:
Everyone starts their worksheet and does the first one.
Make it into an airplane.
Throw.
Grab one and pick another item to do. Initial it.
Repeat.
Get your own and evaluate all the answers, correcting as needed.
Turn in.
Notes:

Musical Desks
Materials:
Worksheet
Music
How To:
Put one worksheet problem on each desk.
Students number a paper 1-whatever.
Practice how you want them to move through the desks.
Play Musical Desks.
Do the problem at the desk on own paper.
Repeat.
*See many variations on the website!
Notes:

Speed Dating
Materials:
Questions and answers (one of either per student, must have a
match)
How To:
Divide class in half. Give one half answers and one half
questions. Seat them in circles facing each other. The two
facing each other decide if they have a match. Rotate to
complete the entire worksheet.
Notes:

Go on 6
Materials:
Worksheet
Dice (one for every 3 or 4 students)
How To:
Give each student a worksheet. Only one may have a pencil and
work. The person to the right rolls. When they get a 6, the
pencil passes to them, and they work until the person to their
right rolls a 6. High anticipation!
Notes:

Hungry Hippos
Materials:
Worksheet
Ball Pit Balls, numbered or with questions
How To:
Give everyone a worksheet.
Group students. Dump balls on floor.
Team leader gathers balls.
Team completes those items.
Get points.
Switch roles. Repeat.
*See many variations on the website!
Notes:

Giant Bull’s-Eye
Materials:
Multiple Choice Questions
Giant Bull’s-Eye (directions online)
ABCD answer cards
How To:
Give a mult. choice question.
Partners place answer cards on rings.
Reveal and discuss.
Notes:

Strike A Pose
Materials:
Multiple Choice Questions
Strike a Pose Poster (available online)
How To:
Give a mult. choice question.
Show the pose pic.
Students strike pose of answer.
See who got it and who didn’t. Respond.
Repeat.
Notes:

